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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, weakly supervised HMM learning is applied 
to modeling word acquisition towards human-computer in­
teraction with little manual effort. The only imposed super­
visory information is initializing the learning algorithms by 
two labeled data samples per pattern. Experiments on TIDIG­
ITS show that our recently proposed algorithm, Baum-Welch 
learning regularized by non-negative Tucker decomposition, 
succeeds in finding good solutions in the sense of yielding 
high recognition accuracy on the testing data which approxi­
mate the supervised baseline (98.0% vs 98.9%). 
Index Terms- spoken word learning, hidden Markov 
models, semi-supervised learning, non-negative matrix fac­
torization, regularization 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Speech is becoming an important way of communications be­
tween human and computers, e.g. the Siri system in iPhone. 
However, the development of such a speech recognition de­
vice requires sophisticated prior knowledge and careful cod­
ing of the language. Once new words are emerging or the 
language is not resourceful, the system has to be coded again. 
That is the learning process of computers is not as efficient 
as human especially when tackling unseen patterns. To make 
computer to be able to learn words in an autonomous way, 
computational modeling of spoken word learning or vocabu­
lary acquisition has attracted a lot of attention in the past few 
years [1],,-,[4]. The critical problem to be solved in the task is 
how to acquire accurate speech representations by using little 
supervision. Being different from the fully supervised learn­
ing in automatic speech recognition (ASR) where word-by­
word transcriptions are available, computational modeling of 
word acquisition is actually a semi-supervised learning prob­
lem. It is also different from the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) de­
tection problem since in OOV only a few "slots " are not mod­
eled by the learning agent, while in word acquisition most la­
bels of the data are missing. Therefore, computational spoken 
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word acquisition is a semi-supervised learning with only weak 
labels. In an extreme case without any labeled data, spoken 
word learning can also be related to unsupervised spoken pat­
tern discovery [5][6]. Various speech representation methods 
have been explored towards modeling of spoken word acqui­
sition, such as hidden Markov models (HMM) in [3], concept 
matrices in [4], clusters of segment traces in [5][6][7] and 
non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) in [2][8]. 
HMMs are the conventional tools for modeling speech 
in state-of-the-art ASR systems. However, to yield good 
recognition performance, those HMMs should be trained by 
a sufficiently large amount of labeled data. HMMs with un­
supervised or semi-supervised learning are easily trapped at 
poor local optima which may not show strong relations to 
the underlying words. Besides the Baum-Welch (BW) algo­
rithm [9], other ways are explored for training HMMs, such 
as the algorithm of learning HMM parameters from bags-of­
co-occurrences of the observation sequences in [10][11][12]. 
Experiments on artificial data show that the algorithms can 
indeed learn the HMM parameters. 
Aiming at unsupervised spoken pattern discovery, we pro­
posed a new unsupervised training paradigm for HMM learn­
ing by combining non-negative Tucker decomposition (NTD) 
and BW in [13]. In the current paper, we will further improve 
the NTD regularized BW algorithm of [13], and apply it on 
semi-supervised word learning with weak labels where the 
only supervisory information is using a few labeled samples 
per word as initialization of the HMM. The semi-supervised 
baseline trained by BW and the supervised baseline will also 
be provided for comparison. 
The organizations of the paper are as follows. The config­
uration of the HMM is presented in Section 2. The algorithm 
of NTD regularized BW is briefly introduced in Section 3. 
The experiments and results are reported in Section 4. In Sec­
tion 5, we give out the conclusions based on the results. 
2. HMMS FOR WORD LEARNING 
2. 1. Problem definition and HMM configuration 
In the spoken word learning problem, we are given a set of 
utterances in the form of observation sequences, 
(1) 
where o(n) denotes the sequence containing one or more 
words, 17, is the index of the utterance, O�n) is the obser­
vation symbol at frame t which can be obtained by vector 
quantization using a pre-trained code book [8], Tn is the num­ber of frames in utterance n. The codebook is a collection 
of codewords in the space of the observation symbols: v = 
{VI, ... ,VM }. 
An HMM with the following configuration is designed for 
modeling the spoken words and their transition probabilities. 
• A set of sub-HMMs {A (1') }�=I each of which models a 
word. The parameters involved in the sub-HMM A (1') 
are its emission matrix B(T) and its transition matrix 
A (1') . R is the total number of words. 
• The initial word distribution 7r which has size R x 1. 
7r l' denotes the probability that word T is the start of an 
utterance. 
• The transition matrix between the words or sub-HMMs, 
T with size R x R, where TT,T' is the conditional prob­
ability Pr(A(T')IA(T)). The matrix actually models a 
bigram grammar of the words. 
Let A denote the HMM with the above parameters: 
(2) 
The word learning problem thus boils down to the estimation 
of the parameters in the HMM A. 
2.2. Semi-supervised learning with weak labels 
Expectation maximization (EM) methods, such as segmental 
k-means [14] and Baum-We1ch (BW) which maximize the 
likelihood of the data in Eq.(3), are usually applied to estimate 
the unknown parameters of an HMM. 
N 
L 10gPr(O(n), L(n) IA) (3) 
n=1 
Often, the sequential data o(n) comes with sequential la­
bels L(n), resulting in a supervised training problem. For in­
stance, in ASR the training data is labeled in terms of the 
words from which an HMM representation for each word la­
bel is learned from the data. However, in the task of compu­
tational vocabulary acquisition, no prior language knowledge 
is assumed to be known by the learning agent. Therefore, the 
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labels of the sequences are not provided, or only a few labels 
are provided. Without loss of generality, we assume the first 
NI sequences are labeled where 0 :::; NI :::; N. The HMM 
training is therefore semi-supervised in Eq.(4). 
Nl N 
L 10gPr(O(n), L(n) IA) + L 10gPr(O(n) IA) (4) 
n=1 n=N1+I 
With the assumption of weak labels, we consider the case 
that only a few utterances are labeled, i.e. NI « N, so 
the supervised term in Eq.(4) contributes little to the total 
objective function. Certainly one can adjust the weights of 
the two terms in Eq.(4), e.g. using the approach proposed in 
[15]. However, in this paper, we investigate a case with even 
weaker supervision, where the labeled data is only utilized for 
initialization. 
3. NTD REGULARIZED BW 
In this section, we briefly introduce the algorithm of NTD 
regularized BW. 
3. 1. Learning HMM from co-occurrence statistics 
The sub-HMM A (1') can be identified from co-occurrence 
statistics of its observations. Let CrT) is a JIv[ x JIv[ matrix 
storing the co-occurrences of observation symbols, i.e. the 
element C;;':m' is the probability of observing (vm, vm' ) in 
the sequences generated by the sub-HMM A (1') . Therefore, 
if CrT) is available, A(T) and B(T) can be learned by non­
negative matrix tri-factorization (NMTF): 
(5) 
Actually C(T) can be estimated as follows. An utter­
ance is first represented by its co-occurrences of observation 
symbols by a transform called histogram of acoustic co­
occurrences (HAC) in [8]: x(n) := HAC(o(n)), where 
X(n) "Tn '(O(n) O(n) ) If h m,m' = L..t=1 U t = Vm, t+1 = Vm+1 . t e 
utterance contains several words (i.e. generated by their 
sub-HMMs), x(n) is a mixture of the co-occurrences of 
observations of the corresponding sub-HMMs. That is, 
(6) 
l' 
where HT,n is the frequency of appearance of the word or sub­HMM T in utterance 17" or the weight of word T in mixture (6). 
H is thus called the weight matrix of the sub-HMMs. 
In the NTD learning of HMMs, we first learn the C(T)'S 
from the input sequences o(n). Non-negative matrix fac­
torization (NMF) can serve this goa\. Non-negative matrix 
tri-factorization (NMTF) is subsequently applied on Eq.(5) to 
learn each of the sub-HMMs. The initial word distribution 7r 
and the grammar T are not involved in NTD and they should 
be updated by using conventional algorithms like BW. 
3.2. BW training with NTD regularization 
The new objective function in NTD regularized BW is, 
maxA,H Ln 10gPr(O(n); A) 
-A * KLD(x(n) II Lr B(r) A (r) (B(r))T Hr,n), (7) 
where the first term is the log-likelihood of the observation 
sequence o(n) on the HMM A and the second term is the 
Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) of the co-occurrence ma­
trix x(n) and its reconstruction from the sub-HMMs. The 
prospective HMM parameter estimates should fit for both data 
representations: the first term measures how well the HMM is 
able to generate the actual sequences, while the regularization 
term expresses that the global co-occurrence statistics can be 
decomposed into additive parts where each part corresponds 
to a sub-HMM. 
H only occurs in the regularization term, so its update al­
gorithm remains unchanged from the NMF algorithm to solve 
Eq.(6). 7r and T only occur in the HMM term so the conven­
tional BW algorithm can update them. The updating of A (r) 
and B(r) involves both BW and NTD and turns out to be the 
following weighted sums: 
(8) 
(9) 
where E(HW)(nm,k,r) and E(NT])) (nm,k,r) denote the expected number of observations of symbol Vm in state k of sub-HMM 
A (r) and E(HW) (nk,l,r) and E(NID) (nk,l,r) denote the expected number of transitions from state k to state I of sub-HMM A (r) 
from BW and NTD correspondingly. 
The terms E( nm,k,r) and E( nk,l,r) in NTD are the unnor­
mali zed estimates of B;;':k and At? respectively. In this pa­
per, we modify the scaling schemes of the algorithm of NTD 
regularized BW presented in [13] to keep a balance on the 
scales of the estimates from NTD and BW. As will be shown 
below, the scales of the NTD estimates are equal to the num­
ber of frames which is equal to the scale of the BW updates 
[16]. In Eq.(6), the updating algorithm of c(r) is computed 
by, 
x(n) c(r) c(r) ""'"' m,m' H m,m' +- m,m' � (t) r.n· n Lt cm.m' Ht,n 
It is straightforward to check that 
'" C(r) LF m,m' 




which states that the count of the co-occurrence (vm' Vm' ) 
from all the utterances, Ln X:::'�" is reallocated to the R 
sub-HMMs while the total count is retained. 
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In the NMTF algorithm to estimate A (r) and B(r) by fac­
torizing c(r) in Eq.(5), A (r) is updated by, 
oCr) 
A (r) +- A (r) ""'"' m,m' B(r) B(r) k,l k,l � (B(r)A(r)(B(r))T) ,m,k m',l' m,m' m,m 
(12) 
It is straightforward to check that Lk I A�r? = Lm m' C;;')m" 
Therefore the total count of state t;ansi�ions Lr
'
Lk I A;;? 
is equal to Lr Lm m' C;;')m' which is further equal 
'
to t�e 
total count of observ�tion c�-occurrences Ln Lm m' X;;:�, 
(by Eq.(ll)) which is equal to the number of fra�es in the 
training data. 
The update of B (r) is given by, 
B(r) m,k 
B(r) c(r) 'Ht,k '\:"' ( Hl',nl +- -2- L-m' k' (BC')AC')(BC')V) 
CCr.) , Tn' 
rn,rn' B(r) A(r) ) (BC')ACr)(BC,»)T)m.m' m',k' k,k" 
B(r) A(r) m',k' k',k+ 
(13) 
It is again straightforward to show that Lm k B;;')k = 
Lm,m' C;;'!,m' Thus the total count of observa�ions �f the 
states in all the sub-HMMs, Lr Lm k B;;')k' is equal to num­
ber of co-occurrences of observatio�s in I=r Lm m' C;;')m' which is equal to the number of frames in the traini'ng datd as 
explained above. 
4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
In this section, we test the performance of the algorithm on 
word learning from TIDIGITS which has a vocabulary of 
11 English digits in 8438 training utterances and 1001 test 
utterances in continuous speech from multiple male and fe­
male speakers. Like in conventional ASR systems, speech is 
chopped into overlapping frames to compute the short-term 
spectral features known as Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coef­
ficients (MFCC) plus the frame's log-energy. The window 
length is 25 ms with a frame shift of 10 ms. For each frame, 
a 12 dimensional MFCC vector is extracted from a bank of 
30 Mel-scaled filters. First and second order differences are 
computed and concatenated to form a 39-dimensional feature 
vector. A Gaussian mixture of 1000 components is trained 
without supervision on the training set using maximum like­
lihood EM training. The Gaussian identities will later be 
utilized as discrete observable symbols. 
4. 1. Semi-supervised learning for computational word 
acquisition 
The task is to learn words with a few labeled samples (i.e. 
utterances containing a single word) which is operated as fol­
lows: 
• Teaching: The HMM is initialized by two randomly­
chosen samples for each word. One from a male 
speaker and the other is from a female speaker. The 
utterance is uniformly cut into K pieces to initialize the 
K states of the sub-HMM of the corresponding digit. 
The initializations from the male and female speakers 
of the same digit are accumulated. This process simu­
lates the process where humans teach the computer the 
vocabulary. 
• Self-learning: With the above initializations, the 
HMM is trained using BW or NTD regularized BW 
on unlabeled continuous speech which contains the 
above words. This process means that the computer 
does self-learning or reviewing of the words taught 
before by the teachers to refine the knowledge. 
• Examination: The learned HMMs are evaluated by 
recognizing the words in unseen data. This process cor­
responds to the examination on the words contained in 
the training data. 
4.2. Results and discussions 
For the configuration of the HMM, we set R=12 sub-HMMs 
each of which has K = 10 states. The observation alphabet is 
the set of !vI = 1000 Gaussians. The number of EM passes is 
10 for all the algorithms. 
The test set contains 3257 words in 1001 utterances. 
For each learned HMM, we report the lowest word error 
rate (WER) obtained by optimizing over the word entrance 
penalty (WEP) using line search from -500 to 0 with a step­
size of 10. The choice of utterances for making the initializa­
tions could play a role in the learning problem. We therefore 
conduct 10 initializations and analyze the results statistically. 
The mean values using the BW algorithm and NTD regular­
ized BW with different regularization parameters are shown 
in Figure 1. The supervised baseline is also given for refer­
ence. From the figure, it is straightforward to see that NTD 
regularized BW with A = 1 improves BW by approximating 
the supervised baseline. Large A has the risk of ruining the 
HMM learning I since the NTD learning only cares about 
the global co-occurrence statistics, not the real sequences. In 
Section 3.2, we have adjusted the scales of the BW update 
and the NTD update to be equal to each other. Therefore 
A = 1 would be a reasonable choice which does not favor one 
update over the other. However, A'S with smaller scales also 
show good perfonnance as is also witnessed in Figure 1. 
Figure 2 shows the relative improvements and the stan­
dard deviations over the 10 initializations. The superiority of 
NTD regularized BW with A E [10-5°,1] over BW is ob­
served with statistical significance on this task. The differ­
ence between the NTD regularized BW algorithm with A = 1 
1 For A= 10, an accuracy of 95.62± 1.83 is found, which fails to improve 
over BW. Because of the scale of Figure 1, this is not shown. 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of BW and NTD regularized BW on 
semi-supervised word learning with weak labels. The super­
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Fig. 2. The relative improvements of NTD regularized BW 
over the baselines. The performance of NTD regularized BW 
with A E [10-5°,1] outperforms BW significantly. 
and the supervised baseline is not very significant though the 
supervised baseline is indeed a bit better. 
We have shown that a few discrete utterances with labels 
are important for word learning, compared to the completely 
unsupervised learning of [13]. Interestingly, a similar phe­
nomenon for human learning was reported in the experiments 
of [17], where the words' statistical properties were detected 
successfully by infants only when the infants were exposure 
to a combination of continuous speech and discrete utter­
ances. Notice that as pointed out in [18], there are large sim­
ilarities between NMF-based co-occurrence learning in [18] 
and this paper and statistical learning in babies [17]. Brief 
exposure to continuous speech only was not sufficient for ac­
curate learning. 
Similar experiments were conducted by [8], [4] and [3] 
where the full 6214 utterances in the testset of TIDIGITS 
were used for evaluation. By using all the labeled training 
utterances, the recognition rates of 94.43% and 92.77% were 
observed in [8] and [4] respectively. By comparing with these 
results, it is straightforward to see that our algorithm can learn 
HMM with good performance by only using a few labeled 
samples. [3] reported 75% recognition rate by only using two 
labeled samples, without using any other training utterances. 
Our results showed that the unlabeled data can be helpful to 
improve the performance of the model trained on little data. 
5. CONCLUSION 
The performance of semi-supervised word acquisition with 
weak labels has been improved by using NTD regularized 
BW. With only two labeled samples as supervision, the semi­
supervised learning yields comparable performance as the su­
pervised baseline. Like the learning process that a student 
learns words, teaching, self-learning and evaluation are mod­
eled for a computer. However, one stage that is similar to the 
interactions between students and teachers, is missing which 
can be called asking. This stage is critical for the correction 
or calibration of the learned knowledge by computers, which 
would be modeled by active learning in our future work. 
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